Rear wing assembly, installation and painting instructions 1969-70 & 1971-73 Mustang

Fiberglass

ASSEMBLY: mount pedestals to spoiler as shown below. To make positioning the spoiler easier, leave ¼” mounting studs off until holes are drilled.

PAINTING: the spoiler can be installed without additional painting. If repainting is desired, lightly scuff surface and paint with an acrylic enamel compatible paint.

INSTALLATION: put tape on pedestal gaskets as shown below. Put the sticky side down, lip on gasket up with the gaskets on the pedestals. Position spoiler on vehicle. Make sure spoiler is centered side to side, and is the same distance from the rear of the vehicle. When spoiler is positioned, tape gaskets to vehicle and use as a template. Before drilling ¼” holes, check under panel for wires or other thing that could be damaged. Screw studs into pedestal, mount spoiler on vehicle and secure with ¼” nuts and washers. Do not over tighten.

Tape gaskets to vehicle after
Positioning spoiler. Use gasket as
Template to drill holes.
Only two holes are used per
Side depending on model.

NOTE: only two holes are used to mount spoiler on each side. Set gaskets on pedestals and place tape over unused hole to prevent an error in drilling. Put a bead of silicone sealer around each hole to seal and prevent rust.